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CEE is booming: in figures
he Central and Eastern European region
is often underestimated for its real potential to make business. However, the market studies show that CEE will continue
to lead the European continent in several categories: total ad growth, digital ad growth and
VOD growth.
According to Dentsu Aegis, this year the total
ad spend in the region will see a growth of 7.4%
(up from a previous forecast of 6%). For comparison, the expected growth in Western Europe is
2.6% (down from 3.6%). Also, the weCAN report
showed that the market grew with over a billion euros in one year to 11 billion in 2016, with
TV taking 44% of the sum and digital ad spend
increasing its share from 24% to 29%. In 2017, CEE
drove the digital ad spend growth with five countries from the region (Belarus, Serbia, Russia,
the Czech Republic and Slovenia) filling the IAB
Europe’s Top 5 of fastest growing markets. The
average growth rate of the 13 IAB metered CEE
markets was 15.6% (including Greece’s +0.5%)
compared to Western Europe’s average of 11.5%.
Television watching remains at very high levels while increasing internet usage also leads to

higher consumption of online video. According
to IHS Markit, SVOD subscriptions grew by 65%
in 2017 and will grow with a CAGR of 38% over the
next five years. This means 11 million subscriptions and accounting for a fifth of the total pay
subscriptions overall by 2021.
All these numbers mean that CEE is and will
remain a booming market for broadcasters,
online players and content creators. The opportunities are out there as the audience is not as
conservative as it has been presumed for years.
People are quickly adapting to new technology,
content and platforms while also staying true to
the good old TV screen. This is well exemplified by
arguably the region’s most conservative country
– Turkey. The average viewing time in the household is 4.5 hours per day and the average time
young users spend online is 3.5 hours. In 2016,
the average online TV time was 84 minutes with
56% of the population watching video on their
mobile phones in 2017.
This is what makes this market so exciting and
dynamic.
Now it’s time for business.

www.tvbizz.net
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Markiza files criminal complaint against Kočner and Rusko

Ukraine tightens language quotas
Ukraine’s government plans to tighten the language quotas for television from
October 2018, excluding bilingual shows from this quota. Currently, the regulations require that 75% of the content be Ukrainian-speaking. However, authorities are including content where other languages are used (mainly Russian) in
this quota. Inter Media Group’s chief Anna Bezlyudnaya was the only to react
strongly against the new legislation, saying this will destroy the TV market due
to increased costs and inevitable drop in production quality.

Belarusian channels to make
more original content
The changes in Law on Mass Media of
Belarus will force the TV channels to
produce more original content. Alongside limiting foreign ownership in media, the legislation requires that at least
30% of the airtime be filled with national content; otherwise the channels will
be shut down. The new law is expected to come into force during the fall season.

CTC Media names new
content chief
CTC Media has appointed Maxim Rybakov to the position of Deputy GM of
Production. He will be responsible for
the content produced for the channels
of the holding. He is the co-founder of
Pelican Production and has produced
a number of entertainment and reality projects for REN TV, Perviy, Pyatnitsa and U. Earlier, the company named
Anton Fedotov as the new General Producer of CTC.

Half of Bulgaria’s homes
without internet access
According to fresh data from the National Institute of Statistics of Bulgaria, almost half of the country’s
households don’t own a computer
and don’t have access to the internet.
The data comes from a survey made
in 2017 with 3.000 households. Only 55% of the responding households
said they owned a computer and 56%
have access to the web. In 2008 this
percentage was 27.9% and 24.3%, respectively.

Lattelecom unites its entertainment channels
under a single brand
Lattelecom has introduced its new brand Helio, under which will be united all
of its entertainment products - TV platforms, TV viewing apps, movies and live
broadcasts as well as the company’s own TV channels, sports and other programs. In the future, the range of programs offered by Helio will be extended.

Slovak commercial broadcaster Markiza has filed a criminal complaint against Marian Kočner and Pavol Rusko for alleged falsification and counterfeiting of the controversial exchange bills, worth 70 million euros. The move came after the Bratislava District
Court V decided that Markiza’s former director Pavol Rusko and, secondly, the TV company itself are obliged to pay 8.3 million euros to Marián Kočner’s company Správa a inkaso
zmeniek which owns the bills in question. Markiza has already appealed the ruling.

Kalimeris resurfaces at Epsilon
More than a year after he got fired by ANT1, Johnny Kalimeris has resurfaced at a top executive position at commercial
net Epsilon. He took over the CEO position in June, replacing the British exec Ed Hall. According to reports, the channel is also planning to change its name ahead of the start of
the new season.

’Russian Hulu’ is ready to launch
The major Russian TV holdings – National Media Group (NMG),
Perviy, VGTRK and CTC Media, have completed the process of
technical preparation for the launch of Vitrina TV, the so-called
‘Russian Hulu.’ In the first stage of the launch (B2B), the platform will be available to partners of the project.

Hungarian quiz format sold in
France
Hungary has landed its first major international format deal since the days of Fish on the
Cake. The original quiz format Honfoglaló (Triviador) has been sold for adaptation in France.
The show airs daily on Duna TV and is produced by Show & Game. The rights were picked
up by Adventure Line Productions, part of
Banijay Group. The show is based on Hungary’s most popular internet game.

Turkish channels to change strategy
with one-hour series in primetime

MG Baltic plans to sue VSD for damages
The MG Baltic holding, owner of LNK Group, intends to file a
lawsuit for damages directed not only against the State Security Department (VSD) as an institution but personally against
its director Darius Jauniškis and the Chairman of the National
Security and Defense Committee of Parliament Vytautas Bakas.
MG Baltic has also turned to court regarding the fact that the
data submitted by VSD to the Parliament in which it accused
the company of threatening the state security was not based on
the actual facts.
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Alpha and Star join forces
The new cooperation between Alpha TV and Star Channel will
be much more than just sharing facilities. According to reports, the two broadcasters will set up a new entity which
will be split between the Vardinogiannis family and Dimitris
Kontominas on a 60%-40% ratio. The two stations will merge
their news and entertainment production divisions. Thus,
Alpha’s news will be moved to the studios in Kifissia, while
Star’s entertainment shows will be shot in Alpha’s premises.

Turkish media report that the local channels will
start airing two series of 60 minutes per night
from next season. The goal is to reduce costs and
increase the volume of productions that will have
potential for international export. According to
Haberturk, ATV will be the first channel to introduce the new strategy during the fall season. The
plan also foresees a bigger volume of non-scripted
studio productions.

CEE markets are the
fastest growing in
Europe in terms of digital
advertising
Digital advertising expenditure in Europe has doubled over the past five
years, according to new data from IAB
Europe. The market grew 13.2% in 2017
to 48 billion euros. The UK (15.6bn),
Germany (6.6bn) and France (5.1bn)
were the largest markets but the fastest growing ones were all in Central
and Eastern Europe, including Belarus (+33.9%), Serbia (+23.7%) and Russia (+21.9%) - the last of these now the
fourth largest market overall at 3.3 billion euros.

United Group plans big investments in the Western Balkans
United Group is planning to invest over 600 million euros in south-eastern Europe over the next
five years. The company is currently awaiting approval from Slovenian authorities to finalize
the acquisition of CME’s former operations in Slovenia and Croatia; the deal has already been
approved in Croatia. UG has also closed the acquisition of Serbian Scientific Television (SNTV)
and is all set to add the channels Pink BH in Bosnia and Pink M in Montenegro to its portfolio.
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DAS BOOT
The epic returns as super series

Das Boot, the epic WWII movie, is returning as a super series production
during the new TV season. The huge budget and stellar cast have already
attracted the interest of international buyers and fans of the classic feature alike.
Sky, Sonar Entertainment and Bavaria Fiction invested close to $33 million in the 8-episode project which makes it one of the most expensive TV
productions in recent years. Moritz Polter, Executive Producer International TV Series, Bavaria Fiction, and David Ellender, President, Global Distribution and Co-productions, Sonar Entertainment, tell Stanislav Kimchev
how the big enterprise of putting Das Boot into water actually happened.

MUST WATCH

Moritz Polter
Executive Producer
International TV Series,
Bavaria Fiction
MORITZ POLTER is Executive Producer
International Series, Bavaria Fiction.
Recently named among Variety’s Top 10
Global Creatives to Watch, Moritz leads
the creation, development and funding
for series such as Das Boot, Germanized
and Arctic Circle. Previously Moritz Polter
spent nine years with Tandem Productions, where he supervised internationally successful TV series like Crossing Lines
and the critically acclaimed Spotless.
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oritz, Das Boot is inspired
by Wolfgang Petersen’s
movie which is based on
the novel by Lothar-Günther Buchheim. Have you had the
chance to consult with Mr. Petersen
while shooting the project?
Before we started shooting the project, our director Andreas Prochaska
reached out to Wolfgang Petersen
and they discussed the old movie and
challenges for the series. It’s absolutely correct to say that the series was
inspired by the book and the movie,
it’s not a sequel or a remake, it is set
in the world of Das Boot, just like the
series Fargo is set in the world of Fargo
the movie.
The original is considered one of
the best World War II movies so you
have big shoes to fill with the new
series. What were the main elements from the Oscar-nominated
feature that you tried to recreate in
your project?
What the movie reproduced incredibly well were the intense moments of
claustrophobia inside the U-boat and
the feeling of actually being inside one
of those vessels. That’s what we tried
to replicate, or at least we wanted to
reach a similar level of claustrophobia

as the movie had. The other groundbreaking device that the movie delivered was a story of German U-boat
sailors that didn’t present them as
Nazis or as just evil people. This is
something that we have reaffirmed in
our series.
Tell us a little bit more about
the plot of the series which is set
months after the original movie.
What are the main storylines?
It is set roughly 9 months after the
movie finishes, so in the autumn of
1942 and we have two main storylines.
One is the story of the people on the
U-boat and the other is set in the harbor of La Rochelle, and this narrative
chronicles the German occupation,
the French collaboration and the
resistance. We have opened up the
world that was created by Buchheim
and used these two scenarios to create
our 8-part series. We jumped back and
forth to tell these two very different
stories and have created tension and
speeded up the momentum by doing
so.
The international cast of Das Boot
features Lizzy Caplan, August Wittgenstein, Tom Wlaschiha, Vincent
Kartheiser, Thierry Fremont, James

D’Arcy; etc. Was the casting process
difficult?
We started the casting process by looking at the German U-boat crew and we
did that with our German casting director. We decided to have an open casting
call and we had a lot of people sending
in tapes because in Germany everyone
knows the movie and everyone wanted
to be part of the series. This meant
we took a long time to hone down so
many good actors to eventually produce
the brilliant cast that we have on the
U-boat. That’s where we wanted the
cast to be fairly unknown and actually
make some talent discoveries ourselves.
We wanted great characterful faces and
strong actors who didn’t need to be wellknown and recognizable.
For the land story, we wanted something slightly different and decided to
cast people that are more well-known.
We began this process once we knew
who our U-boat crew was and built
this group of performers around it.
We had casting directors in France, in
the UK and in the US, alongside our
German casting director and between
the partners it was very easy to come
to an agreement on who we wanted for
the lead role. Lizzy Caplan was someone who very early on we knew would
be completely right for the part of Carla

because she’s an extraordinary character who is also very well known, and
carries a certain authenticity with her
and has a unique quality to shine in dramas of this kind, as she has proven with
Masters of Sex. It was Sonar and Bavaria
Fiction together who secured her, and
similarly, the same happened for the
rest of the cast. For example, Vincent
Kartheiser is another of our internationally known actors from his success in
Mad Men.
Following her role in Phantom Thread,
Vicky Krieps has become really big internationally and when we cast her she
was actually shooting that Oscar-nominated movie in London. It was very
fortunate that we were able to meet
with her because she was right in the
middle of shooting. She speaks both
German and French. She grew up in
Luxembourg and she has a history that
connects her to the character she plays
as she can look back into her family’s
ancestry.
Das Boot was shot in four countries:
Czech Republic, Germany, France and
Malta, for a total of 105 days. How
was your experience shooting in four
different countries? What were the
most memorable moments for you
during production?

Whenever you do a show like this, it is
all about authenticity. We wanted to
bring all the accuracy and credibility to
the drama that we could, so traveling
to La Rochelle and shooting there was
a must. The mayor was very helpful in
getting us permission to do whatever we
needed to do in order to turn the current
streets back into the streets of 1942.
We had people walking up to us during
the shoot, who chatted to us about the
original movie, remembering (positively so) of the time when Petersen was
there. We filmed at the same bunkers,
we were parking in the same streets and
we had families that had worked on the
original that marked our work on the
series decades later, so that was quite
something.
We actually shot the U-boat scenes
both in Malta and in La Rochelle, and
that in itself was very memorable, to
see this huge power ship come with the
U-boat on top of it and lift it up and drop
it in the water was unforgettable. You
could see when the cast first set foot on
our U-boat, their eyes lit up, because
there’s nothing like having a full-size
U-boat to actually get you into your
character and to make you feel closer
to what it must have felt like to live
through something like that. It’s definitely the star of our show - that U-boat.
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We like to work with partners collaboratively. We have projects that we’ve
produced both in the US and co-produced internationally. We saw Das Boot
as a project that is universal in subject
matter, not just something for the German audience. Das Boot also works very
well with Sonar’s strategy, because we
are always looking for big, epic stories
to tell.

David Ellender
President, Global Distribution and
Co-productions,
Sonar Entertainment
DAVID ELLENDER is President,
Global Distribution and Co-Productions, Sonar Entertainment.
In his current position, Ellender
is responsible for all worldwide program sales for Sonar, including North
America. He oversees the company’s
expanding presence in Europe, Latin
America, Asia and other key territories. Ellender came to Sonar after
serving as CEO and board member
for Slingshot Global Media, which
he founded in 2014. Prior to that,
Ellender was CEO of FremantleMedia
Enterprises (FME). He joined Fremantle International Distribution as MD
in 2001, and was named CEO of FME
in 2006. Ellender has also held senior
positions with Universal Studios
Television Distribution, where he
was MD, Europe, and at PolyGram
Filmed Entertainment, where he
served as President, PolyGram TV
International.

avid, Sonar came on board as
co-producer and distributor
of Das Boot, joining Bavaria
and Sky in late 2016. What
attracted you to this project?
Wolfgang Petersen’s epic movie is a
classic and a global success, so it’s a
high benchmark to hurdle. But what
attracted us was the vision that Bavaria
Fiction and Sky shared for the project, explaining that this is neither a
remake nor a sequel. We were immediately enthused about the project.
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The event series has a huge budget
- $32.8 million for its eight episodes.
What makes it so expensive, besides
the fact that it is a period drama?
How was this budget distributed
between the co-producers?
The budget was split between ourselves and Sky. Sky is taking rights
for Germany, Italy, and the UK, so it’s
the European Sky footprint. Bavaria
put money in as well. There were tax
credits we received in the number of
the territories where we produced
the show, and we handled the deficit
against international.
When you’re producing in four different countries in Europe and you’re
producing on water, and the star of the
show is a U-boat - all of these things
are not cheap to do. We worked very
closely with Sky and Bavaria on the
budget and genuinely felt that with the
scope of what we were trying to make,
the budget was about right. When you
see it - the money is on the screen, it
looks great! Sky is looking at the fall/
winter period for a premiere across
their channels.
On top of excellent production, the
series boasts a great international
which will surely drive interest for
the show. Do you have closed any
deals outside of Sky’s territories?
From an international perspective,
it’s great to have young talent on the
U-boat and rightly so because the storyline demands it and probably faces
that are not necessarily known outside
the German market and that’s great,
it’s a balance that adds certainly for the
international marketplace but for the
US as well. As Moritz said, to have Lizzy
and Vincent, who are known through
crime series and theatrical films, certainly gave us faces that were familiar
to a lot of the international buyers.
Above all else, the casting was about
being authentic to the characters they

were playing was absolutely crucial for
the series.
This is a European production. It’s
possibly one of the largest-budgeted TV
productions of 2017/2018 and in terms of
canvas, one of the biggest stories being
told. So yes, of course, there is interest
and we have made pre-sales in markets
in Eastern Europe. We’ve also closed
deals in The Netherlands, Belgium,
Spain and are in negotiations with a
number of other markets within the
European continent. We have pre-sold
in the US, Australia and New Zealand
and we will soon be able to announce
those deals.
Sonar Entertainment has many new
projects in the pipeline, i.e. The Fifth
Beatle, Rift, Watchdog and you also
announced your move into nonscripted and kids and family content
last year. What else are you currently busy with?
Our focus is primarily in the scripted
drama space. We have a whole slate of
dramas that are in active development
with networks. The Fifth Beatle is one
of the projects that we have taken to
market. We’ve just completed Season 2
of The Son with Pierce Brosnan. We are
greenlit on Season 2 of Taboo with Tom
Hardy and executive producer Ridley
Scott. We have Mr. Mercedes, Season 2,
which is just being delivered.
We continue to develop projects offshore with different international partners. We have projects with Netflix,
Amazon, and Hulu, and we also have
shows with cable platforms, everybody
from Nat Geo to Showtime.
In the children’s and family space,
we have Go Away, Unicorn!, which we
announced a few months ago. It’s an
animated, 52 x 11 aimed at the preschool market. We’re licensing that
to a number of Disney channels in the
international market place as well as
Disney Channel in the US.
On the factual side, YouTube just
announced its order for a new series on
artificial intelligence to be executive
produced by Robert Downey Jr.’s Team
Downey, with whom Sonar has a first
look deal.
We also have multiple projects with
Jordan Peele’s Monkeypaw Productions, including a non-scripted project
called Lorena and a scripted series
named The Hunt, both with Amazon.
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Baiba Zūzena
CEO All Media Latvia

All Media Baltics –
Leading the Change
Less than a year ago, Providence Equity Partners closed the acquisition of MTG’s media assets
in the Baltics, announcing plans for major investments with a focus on digital development.
The deal gave the new owners control over the leading media companies in Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania, which were united under the new brand All Media Baltics (AMB). The name of
the new holding clearly reflects its ambition – leadership in all media segments.
The domination of flagship channels TV3 in each of the three countries will be used as a
basis to create a new digital platform which is set to revolutionize the Baltic media market,
offering unlimited opportunities in terms of content and technological solutions. We talked
to Baiba Zūzena, CEO All Media Latvia, Priit Leito, CEO All Media Estonia, and Laura
Blaževičiūtė, CEO All Media Lithuania, about the new strategy and ongoing transformation
of their companies following the change of ownership.
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aiba, what has changed at
your company following last
year’s ownership change?
Eight months have passed since
global asset management company
Providence Equity Partners (Providence)
acquired the Modern Times Group
(MTG) businesses in the Baltics, Already
at the end of last year, we began implementing Providence’s over 10 million
euro investment program aiming to
create a completely new entertainment
experience for Latvia’s demanding
audience. Our offer and our promise
are to deliver the most demanded local
and international content – from news
and local shiny floor shows to the latest
blockbusters from Hollywood till Russia
– on the time, device and service most
convenient for the audience. To deliver
the promise, a unified digital platform
for the Baltics is being developed. The
second most important investment
program project, which we are launching is TV signal and content production
in HD quality. Our strategic vision is
to become a technologically advanced
entertainment leader in Latvia and the
Baltics, we want to become the first
choice of entertainment content for any
user in our region. Our current digital footprint is very strong already with
infotainment portal skaties.lv and leading local AVOD platform TVPlay.lv, and
we continue the company transformation to become a true leader in digital
entertainment and will launch the new
platform already this year.
All Media Baltics remains the sole
commercial player of large scale on
the Latvian market. Is this an advantage or does it create more problems
than it seems?
For seven years already, All Media Baltics (AMB) has been the leading media
group in Latvia. Being a leader, you

must anticipate changes in customer
behavior before the competitors do, and
timely react to these changes by offering customers new formats. We have
been successful so far, and the international media industry experience of
the group’s investor, combined with
substantial investments in technology,
gives us good reason to believe that we
will continue to be successful in the
future.
At the same time, the acquisition of
MTG’s business in the Baltics brought
along new regulations from the Latvian
Competition Council’s for AMB in Latvia but we can live with that. We are
confident that the business strategy– to
invest in modern, competitive digital
products and HD transmission quality
combined with the best in class locally
produced content offering – will ensure
we continue to serve the needs of the
most demanding content users as well
as advertisers and other partners.
Actually, your biggest competitors
are the Russian-language channels.
Latvia is currently preparing legislation to limit Russian content on TV.
What is your view on this?
In the digital era, people in fact have
unlimited opportunities to use any content they want, almost all the linear TV
content can also be found on the Internet, so we do not support restrictions
and bans. We believe that the only way
to counter our neighbor country’s propaganda is through improving media
literacy and strong local content offering. If market conditions remain stable and allow both public and commercial media to generate more content
interesting to Latvian viewers, society’s self-esteem and people’s sense of
belonging to the nation will enhance.
Are you satisfied with the first half
of 2018 and what were the main hits
for TV3 and LNT during the spring
season?
It has been an exciting spring season
with a lot of novelties for our viewers. During the first five months of
the year, our TV audience was 1.7 million – almost the entire population of
Latvia. It is therefore safe to say that
TV3 and LNT are the most popular TV
channels in the country. We offered a
broad range of infotainment content
combined with various entertainment
formats, from reality shows and local

series to shows like The Lyrics Board and
Your Face Sounds Familiar.
This year marks two important anniversaries – Latvia’s centenary and the
20th birthday of TV3. We are celebrating together with our viewers, offering them wide range of entertainment
as well as a look into pressing issues
for Latvian society, for instance, labor
shortages, remigration, social problems aggravated by the ageing population of Latvia. These issues prompt
us to develop new formats and find
new narratives within our broad news
and infotainment programs. CSR has
always been important for our group
– as a medium, we feel a great responsibility and consider it our duty to be
engaged in a dialog with society about
important matters in our lives. So, for
over 10 years, we have been organizing charity campaigns on our channels to help those in need and it is safe
to say that we, together with society, are building a better Latvia. This
past spring has also been special as we
launched a new social responsibility
initiative promoting children’s safety,
Svešu bērnu nav (There Are No Strange Children), in order to educate and encourage
people to get involved in kids safety on
a very practical level.
The TV ad spend increased in 2017.
What is the current situation on the
advertising market? How big is the
digital threat for the TV players in
Latvia?
Overall, Latvia’s advertising market is stagnating and growth in 2017
amounted to just 4% as compared to
2016. According to the Advertising
Association of Latvia, the TV segment
remained in the lead last year, worth
a total of 34.27 million euros. Online
advertising placed second –18.15 million. The amount of spot advertising
was steady in 2017, which proves the
efficiency of TV commercials in reaching out to a wide audience.
For the past couple of years, we have
been observing a phenomenon that
could be described as “content explosion”. It means that consumer behavior, or the way they consume content,
is determined by technological development. New technology offers new
ways to ensure content availability anytime, anywhere, on any device, and
in very high quality. This in turn leads
to consumption of unlimited amounts
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Priit Leito
CEO All Media Estonia

Your Face Sounds Familiar

of content. That trend in content consumption strongly correlates with the
structure of the advertising market,
where the segment of digital and various integrated advertising solutions
has been growing at the expense of TV
advertising. The strongest growth is
observed in the digital environment,
and it is important to point out that,
besides a number of strong local digital resources, significant amounts are
being invested in international giants
like Facebook, YouTube, Google. As a
result, the local media has to compete
not just with other local media, but
also with big international players.
How far are you in the process of
launching your new digital platform?
What should we expect?
Very soon, already at the end of the
summer, we will be able to say that a
new era has begun in the Baltic media
and entertainment industry. After
the launch of the new digital platform
AM Baltics will change the ecosystem
of the entertainment industry, offering unlimited opportunities in terms
of both content formats and technological solutions. The platform’s content will be offered both free of charge
and as a subscription service, apps will
make platform’s content available on
ALL screens – from mobile devices to
the large TV screens, partnerships will
ensure individualized content offers.
We dare to believe that there are no
analogs of our platform anywhere in
Europe, definitely not in the Baltic
region.
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What will be your content strategy
for the rest of 2018? What are the
new projects your teams are working
on currently?
Captivating, honest, engaging narrative is the main driving force in the
infotainment and entertainment content development. And that is the
cornerstone of our content strategy –
engaging our viewers with stories on
how to bring positive change to the
environment we live in, combined with
a wide entertainment offering – quality shows featuring local and international stars, newest as well as all-time
greatest films, most popular local and
international series, live sports, or in
other terms – everything our demanding viewer needs to fulfill his/her need
for entertainment.
The fall season on TV3 will see the
return of the internationally-acclaimed
show The X Factor on TV3 – the show’s
second season in Latvia will get under
way in September. The first season
achieved record ratings and became
immensely popular with viewers in Latvia. We will also start several new projects in the fall, including the local version of Big Star’s Little Star, giving viewers
a chance to see celebrities through children’s eyes. The LNT channel will bring
on series of events marking Latvia’s
100th anniversary, which we will celebrate on November 18. Finally, we will
close the year with the charity campaign Eņģeļi pār Latviju (Angels Over Latvia),
which has by now become an integral part of the channel’s Christmas
program.

riit, what has changed at your
company, following last year’s
ownership change?
The biggest change is investments in new technology: HD transmission of our main channels and
soon-to-be executed launch of web platform TVPlay.ee. Providence is very good
owner as it guarantees our journalistic
independence and development of our
media assets. All Media Eesti currently
operates the Number 1 commercial TV
channel in Estonia, the Number 1 radio
station and the Number 1 internet video
portal. We have full confidence that
under the new owner we will keep and
strengthen our position. From everyday practical perspective people feel less
bureaucracy and fast decision-making
process which is especially important
in the digital era.
TV3 led the charts in the commercial demo last year. What have been
the results so far this year and what
were the main hits for TV3 during
the spring season?
TV3 continues to be the Number 1 commercial TV channel in Estonia with a
25% share of viewing in 2018. The total
audience share of All Media Eesti channels is close to 50%. The spring season
saw two main hits for TV3: the seventh season of Idols and the launch
of high-quality historical drama
Bitches dedicated to Estonia 100 year
celebrations.
Idols had the best season ever with
nearly everybody in the younger target
groups watching the grand final (yes,
young people do watch TV!). We like to
think of TV3 as the creator of Stars in
Estonia and a lot of new stars were born
in the 2018 spring season. More than
50.000 people participated in the final
phone voting during the final.
The series Bitches showed that commercial TV can also produce high-qual-

Bitches

ity series and do that profitably. The
new cooperation model with Telia
was used allowing Telia subscribers to
watch all episodes in a row for reasonable price.
The Estonian commercial nets left
the FTA market last year. The process went pretty smoothly without
any significant audience losses. TV3
recently launched its channels in
HD. How are you planning to enrich
your TV offer?
That is correct – the FTA market exit
went very smoothly as there were less
than 10% of the people in the country
using FTA signal for TV viewing. We
plan to enrich our offer by investing
into high-quality content. The slogan
of TV3 is “We are in the heart of Entertainment” and we take entertaining
people to our heart and work very seriously. During the fall season we will
add one new local series, two realities
and one big studio format. Plus, we are
investing in sports by showing Estonian heroes in the World Rally Championship or on the football field.
What is the current situation on the
advertising market? How big is the
digital threat for the TV players in
Estonia?

The advertising market has been quite
flat in 2018 and that is disappointing as
the GDP of Estonia is growing at a rate
of 3-4%. The digital threat is definitely
there as Google and Facebook have
changed the market not only in Estonia but worldwide. That being said – TV
still remains the biggest mass medium
with the best contact price and most
of the big players on the market know
that. We see big FMCG companies like
L‘Oreal and Procter&Gamble increasing their investment in TV advertising.
What we also see is a massive increase
in TV advertising from online retailers – they know where to get valuable
contacts!
Viaplay is among the most popular
VOD services in Estonia. At the same
time, All Media Baltics is planning to
launch a new digital platform. Will
Viaplay become part of it, or just
complement it?
The plan is to launch a new digital
platform which unites the current
AVOD and SVOD assets and in addition
brings in short-form content and TVOD
solutions. Our aim is to become „The
Coca-Cola of Video” in Estonia – we are
everywhere, on all platforms, with our
unique video content of best local productions, series and sports.
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Laura Blaževičiūtė
CEO All Media Lithuania
hat has changed at your
company, following last
year’s ownership change?
The biggest change for us
was the start of high-definition broadcast. Actually, now we broadcast all
three our TV channels (TV3, TV6 and
TV8) in HD. We are the first commercial
TV in Lithuania to offer our audience
the best quality of picture. Bearing in
mind that TV3 and TV6 show the most
important sports events – FIBA Europe
Cup and World Cup, UEFA Champions
League, 2018 Winter Olympics and 2020
Summer Olympics, we are very happy
to give our viewers this advantage.
TV3 led the charts in once again last
year. What have been the results
so far in 2018 and what were the
main hits for TV3 during the spring
season?
In 2018 TV3 continues to increase its
audience share. Compared to same
period last year, TV3’s audience share
increased by 4% and now accounts for
17.7% of the total viewing time. TV3
shows the most watched news in Lithuania and we also have strong entertainment content: popular shiny
floors, evening shows, series, social
projects and sports events. The most
viewed spring events were Golden
Onions (humorous political awards,
51.1% share) and the Euroleague Final
Four Žalgiris games (39.7% share). The
most viewed own production program
was The X Factor (30.7 share), which
attracts predominantly young audience
and this year we will start the sixth season. Our local drama Women Lie Better also hits the top of the charts (25.9%
share). We are also proud to have the
most objective and most viewed news
(30.4% share) in Lithuania.
The TV advertising market in Lithuania is worth close to 50 million
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euros. Is this enough to
support two large commercial players like TV3 and LNK?
The advertising split between the
media is healthy and TV continues to
keep biggest share of almost 50%. Even
though the market hasn’t fully recovered since the crisis in 2008, now there
are positive signs of recovery. As we are
not only a TV broadcaster, but also run
a radio station and internet portals, we
are strong believers in cross-platform
campaigns that should contribute to
the market growth.
Are you planning to launch new digital or pay TV channels?
We are constantly developing our digital products. With the new ownership,
our internet TV will be relaunched
offering our audience access to the
entertainment and news content in
the preferable format, in the preferable
device and at the preferable time. We
are planning to expand our digital portfolio to help us in our goal to take the
leading position among online players.
How big is the digital threat for the
TV players in Lithuania?
We don’t think of anything digital as of
the threat. We think of it as of a possibility. This point of view is probably our
main strength. As TV players, we create a lot of audiovisual content which

is the most popular and most desirable
kind of content in the world now. Content allows to increase the value of any
other services, so if we have at least several platforms (not only free-to-air TV),
we can satisfy the needs of the most
demanding viewer. We don’t think TV
only anymore. We are a media group
which covers digital as well.
Are you satisfied with the first half
of 2018? What will be your content
strategy for the rest of the year?
We are happy with the results but we
believe that in the TV world you can
never stop and just enjoy the moment;
everything is changing quickly, and we
must keep pace with the market and
viewers’ needs.
Our main project now is the new
digital platform which we plan to
launch this autumn. These changes
will, of course, influence our content
strategy since we must separate and
classify our content. If we talk about
our TV channels, we are now finalizing
our program for the new fall season.
We have several ongoing primetime
projects that are successful and will
continue. We will show the sixth season of Lithuanian X Factor, we’ll have a
new talkshow and we are getting ready
for our big challenges – the 2019 Basketball World Cup and 2020 Summer
Olympics.
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Great storytelling –

the key to HBO’s hits across Europe
An interview with Steve Matthews
What unites countries like Hungary, Spain, Norway, Croatia and the Czech Republic?
It’s not the language, it’s not the culture, it’s not even similarities in viewing habits; it
is HBO. In each of those countries, HBO Europe is present and developing HBO Original Dramas – aimed not only at the local market but also at international audiences
across the continent and beyond.
The hard job of finding the stories and creating the future hits of the HBO brand
in the region is in the hands of Steve Matthews, who is in charge of all European
productions of the US pay TV giant. Yako Molhov tried to find out what is the right
approach when working with creative talent from such diverse territories and what
is the right formula to making a hit series.

Steve Matthews
EVP Original Programming
HBO Europe

STEVE MATTHEWS is EVP of Original Programming and Production
at HBO Europe. He has worked on
HBO Originals like Pustina, Aranyélet
and Valea Muta. Steve was Consulting Producer on all three series of
The Borgias for Showtime Networks,
and produced four series of RTE’s
award winning Dublin gangster series
Love/Hate. He was formerly Head of
Development at Size 9 Productions.
He worked as a script editor for BBC’s
Silent Witness and co-created and produced Channel 5’s late night horror
Wasteland
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series Urban Gothic.

teve, you are the EVP, Original
Programming and Production
at HBO Europe. What are your
main tasks at this position?
I provide development support to writers and creative teams in all of our territories. We are passionately committed
to supporting local talent and developing stories from the community. It is
challenging sometimes as I am always
working on translated scripts, and
the deep cultural resonances of a project will always be slightly out of my
reach. And of course, I couldn’t do it
without the hard work of our talented
executives in each of the territories.
But when it works well, I can use my
experience to show writers how a script
or story can be improved. The crucial
point is that I’m never telling writers
what to do - the job is to try to understand and what the writer is trying to
achieve and help them get the best possible version of their own vision.
That’s basically my job: finding the
best way to support and work with a
writer - to bring what skills and experience I might have to strengthen or
support a universal story structure
but always leaving space for the writ-

er’s voice and vision and style to shine
through.
What are the territories you are
responsible for at HBO? What is
HBO’s development strategy in each
of those?
I am currently across the slates of all
HBO Europe Original Programming territories. That is Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Adria, Nordic and Spain. I spend a lot of time at
airports!
There are differences between the
different territories of course. The markets work in different ways, but more
important to me in my role are the concerns and themes that lie in the zeitgeist are different. Across the territories the strategy is the same – to create
an opportunity for local writers, directors and producers to do a kind of work
no one else in the region is attempting.
This is inherently exciting but brings
its own challenges: as no one else is
doing what we are trying to do we have
to educate the local creative community about HBO creative values, and the
kind of ambitions we have for television drama.
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Pustina

Where would you like to put more
efforts into?
That’s an interesting question! I suppose the answer is “Everywhere”! We
all know competition is increasing as
new players enter the market, so we
have to focus our efforts to make sure
we’re finding, developing and making
the best material in all our territories.

Valea Muta

We like writers,
we support writers,
we like to
get involved

Aranyelet
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You have worked on projects like
Blinded by the Lights in Poland, Hungarian series Aranyelet, Czech miniseries Wasteland and others. What
would you say are the specifics
of CEE series compared to other
regions and what made them popular internationally?
When I joined the company, we were
only producing in four Central European territories - Poland, Romania,
Czech Republic and Hungary. The
exciting thing about working there is
the wealth of stories to be told and the
exciting pool of writing talent. However, those markets are not as mature
as for instance the UK in terms of TV
development experience - sheer hardcore day to day storylining, so we tend
to drive development more than a
broadcaster say in the UK who would
expect the production company to do
that work. My newer territories of Nordic and Spain are different in that they
have highly mature markets of independent production companies with
huge experience in development. But
we’re finding the same applies: we like
writers, we support writers, we like to
get involved.
As for international popularity - well
of course, Nordic Noir showed us all the
international potential for non-English

language series. We believe that a local
approach is the right way to go: we are
looking for universal exciting and emotional stories, but we also believe that
the more rooted a story is in its local
culture the more it resonates with a
sort of integrity. All we can do is tell
good stories and hope people like them
- but why shouldn’t the next big breakout hit come from Zagreb or Belgrade?
Last year HBO announced its expansion to the Adria region. What are
your plans for this region?
Our creative strategy in Adria is the
same as that we have applied to our territories of Central Europe and beyond identifying and developing key creative
talent and supporting them in bringing us exciting ideas. We’re looking
for daring original series ideas from
authors with distinctive voices and passion - universal stories rooted in local
culture and themes. Above all projects
should grow organically from the local
talent.
Uspjeh/Success, our first original series
from the region, is a perfect example of
this. We discovered the project and its
creator/writer Marjan Alčevski through
our First Draft competition which we
launched to uncover talent from the
region. His script showed an incredibly
high level of professionalism, with an
exciting narrative and a real ambition
to say something about the world we
live in today. After developing it with
Marjan, his first series for television is
now in production with Oscar-winning
Danis Tanovic directing.
What are HBO’s latest scripted projects from the CEE region? How many

series do you have in the pipeline
and how many will debut this year?
We have a very exciting raft of new
material to be broadcast in the next
year. Three brand new drama series:
Hackerville, a high-tech thriller from
Romania which is a coproduction
with Germany, our Polish gangster
epic Blinded by the Lights, and of course
Uspjeh from the Adria region. In the
Czech Republic and Hungary, we have
returning for third seasons Terapie and
Aranyelet.
Is it harder to produce series in CEE
than in the rest of Europe?
No, I don’t think so – producing great
shows is hard anywhere! As I’ve said
the territories have different levels
of experience in developing high end
series, but I would add that the crews
are fantastic. All the CEE territories
have proud cinematic traditions and
have been supporting big international series (Game of Thrones being an
obvious example) and commercials for
many years. The production values are
amazing.
You have held script competitions in
the CEE region. Do you plan to continue with such events and will you
add additional territories?
We have used script competitions a
number of times and they are very useful. The concept reflects our commitment to local talent and local storytelling. We are delighted that we are
in production with the joint winner of
our competition in Adria - it achieved
exactly what I wanted which was to
find the raw talent. We would certainly
use the strategy where appropriate.
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MARKET TIME

Inter Medya -

ready to conquer new territories

Inter Medya has created a name for
itself as one of the most successful
and biggest distributors of Turkish
content – hit drama series, star-studded films and original formats. The
company is constantly increasing
its portfolio as it aims to enter new
territories and satisfy buyers’ demand
with a great selection of titles. The
hard work is paying off and 2018 is set
to be yet another successful year for
Inter Medya as CEO Can Okan tells
Alexandra Shutova.

Can Okan
CEO Inter Medya

r. Okan, you have an
impressive portfolio of TV
series, formats and feature
films. What have been the
bestsellers for Inter Medya?
In recent years, Turkish content has
become more and more popular around
the world and we have broken many
sales records, specifically with our
series. We launched two new series in
late 2017; Mrs. Fazilet and Her Daughters,
produced by Avsar Film, and Broken Wings,
produced by Koliba Film. Very successful in Turkey, both series have attracted
quite a lot of interest from buyers across
the globe. At MIPTV, we added The Pit,
a new series from Ay Yapim, to our catalog. Perfectly blending romance with
action, this title has already been sold in
a number of territories.
We also have a wide-ranging film
catalog. From romance to action to historic movies, we have something to
offer to every region. Lately, we have
closed package deals in Spain, Mexico and the MENA region. We have also
sold a package to Air Astana, which is
our first airline sale. In addition, for the
first time, we have sold one of our movies, Entrusted, to be shown in theaters in
Chile, Peru and Argentina. We are currently planning a trip to these countries
with the main actor, Engin Akyurek.
In terms of formats, we have just
recently launched an exciting format
called The Perfect Couple, for which we are
in serious talks with a number of broadcasters and hope to come back to you
with some positive news in the near
future.
Earlier this year, it was announced
that Turkish series have now been
exported to over 140 territories, generating an annual income of $350

million. How have the past couple
of years been for Inter Medya business-wise and what are your targets
for 2018?
Indeed, the popularity of Turkish drama
series has increased more and more in
the past decade, especially in the MENA
region, Latin America and Eastern European countries. Turkish series have been
exported to more than 140 territories and
we are very proud to have contributed to
the worldwide sale of Turkish content,
with our varied catalog full of intriguing
stories and talented cast members. Our
goal this year is to sell more and more
to Africa, Southeast Asia and Western
Europe.
You recently signed a deal with Mexico’s Imagen TV and also with Cine
Latino for a package of movies in the
US, with earlier deals announced for
Latin America. Have North and South
American territories become your
main focus?
At Inter Medya we try not to focus on
just one territory and believe that every
territory holds the same importance.
Our main aim is to satisfy our production partners and our buyers, by providing them with a varied catalogue of
products and by facilitating a transparent and easy sales experience.
What have been your latest deals in
Central and Eastern Europe? Where
are Turkish long-running drama
series most popular in the region?
Since the beginning, Turkish series
have been successfully sold all over Central and Eastern Europe. The Balkan
region has been an especially important
market for us, where we have recently
signed deals for Mrs. Fazilet and Her Daughters as well as Broken Wings.
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Peter Nunez
creator of Sounds of the Nation

eter, last year you won Pitch & Play LIVE
with The Land is Singing. What were your
expectations when entering the competition? What changed for you after winning
the award for best CEE format?
I had no expectations. It was interesting for me to
go to Budapest and have a look behind the curtain
of a market like NATPE. After I won, I signed the
contract with Global Agency and I opened a new file
in my business activities. Never before have I even
thought about international distribution of my
formats.

Pitch & Play LIVE 2017 winner
starts its international roll-out
The ultimate goal of format pitching contests is to produce new international hits. We often hear
about the winners of such events but very rarely do we hear about them getting sold. Our Pitch &
Play LIVE now stands out with a winner that has also turned into an international hit.
A year ago, Peter Nunez won the 2017 edition of Pitch & Play LIVE, the contest for fresh formats
from around the region organized jointly by NATPE and CEETV. The successful Slovak producer
was invited to present his show at NATPE Miami in January and after meeting with producer Ruyhan Durali, he signed a distribution contract with Global Agency which is currently finalizing the
first licensing deals for Sounds of the Nation around the world.
As co-organizers of Pitch & Play LIVE, we were more than happy to see the Slovak format achieve
such international success in short time and got back to Peter to talk about everything that
happened during the past year. We also talked to Global Agency CEO Izzet Pinto and Ruyhan
Durali who discovered the show at NATPE Miami and is currently preparing a Turkish version of
the format.
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In January, you also had the opportunity to
present the format at NATPE Miami. Tell us
more about your experience and meetings
there?
I was lost in translation in Miami: horrible English,
not ready for meetings and presentations like this.
But luckily, also with your help, in Miami Ruyhan
Durali from Global Agency found me.
The format was picked for international distribution by Global Agency and is now sold as
Sounds of the Nation. Could you tell us how this
partnership was born?
Ruyhan just come to me and told me: “This format is interesting to me, let’s discuss it.” Then, we
had few hours of discussion and then we signed
the contract. Since Miami, I have been a few times
in Istanbul and this month I have a meeting with
Herve Hubert in France, who optioned the format.
We have the same situation in Greece, and serious
discussions are in place for Russia. Everything is
going better than I supposed.
Sounds of the Nation had another successful season in Slovakia this spring. How do you explain
the huge popularity of the format? Are you planning a third edition?
Folklore is pure beauty, but it’s difficult to turn this
beauty into a TV show. And I succeeded. The second
edition started eight months after the final episode
of series one. They asked immediately for season
three, but I told them it will not happen before Fall
2019. Such a high frequency can kill the format in
my opinion. I’m pleased also that the two commercial competitors of state TV are asking for this format. That’s a kind of miracle.

Ruyhan Durali
creator of Shopping Monsters, Lucky Room

uyhan, Global Agency signed a deal with Nunez NFE for
talent format The Land is Singing which is now being distributed as Sounds of the Nation. How did you discover
the show? What attracted you the most to this format?
We met with Peter at the last NATPE Miami market via one of my
friends. Peter told me that he has a format about folklore and how
it succeeded in Slovakia by increasing the channel average from
7% to 30%. When he mentioned the format itself, I was already
attracted by the idea of folkloric show which has never seen before.
In addition, its success in Slovakia excited me because I believe
that there is magic in a show which gets these numbers on TV.
When I watched the show, I saw the magic: There are 3 celebrities in each episode and they go to their hometowns which actually they go to their roots! Imagine that the folkloric songs which
are like anthems for many cultures, for many societies, are going
to be sang by the new generation. The presenters of the show are
the digital influencers, so also the new generation. They learn
the traditions and the customs of their culture via this show with
the audiences too... These songs, the costumes, all the cultural
aspects of the show that can be adapted to any territory, attracted
me deeply. I was in a hurry on the day I met Peter but I postponed
my meetings and we chatted with Peter for almost 4 hours about
the show.
Together with Peter you introduced new elements to the format. What are they?
The show itself was already so successful in Slovakia and I did
quite like the original version. However, I thought that I need to
add something different to the format for Turkey to be able to compete with the big budget dramas in primetime. So, in the Turkish
version, 3 celebrities go to their hometowns and they choose 3 performances which means we’ll watch totally 9 performances in one
night. And for the voting part, I came up with the idea to use a system similar to the Eurovision Song Contest.
Could you reveal some details around the Turkish production?
We are already in touch with two big channels in Turkey and got
positive feedback. Our preparations are going on smoothly and we
are so lucky to have the Slovak version in our hands which is guiding us in a perfect way. I was also in Slovakia during the shootings
and even if I don’t know the language, the atmosphere of the studio and the energy, the vibe there amazed me.
Additionally, I must say that Turkey is a very rich country for
a show like Sounds of the Nation, with various traditional songs,
dances, costumes and different cultural aspects in almost every
part of the country. I sincerely believe that this format can be very
successful anywhere it is aired, including Turkey and many different regions in the world.
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Izzet Pinto
CEO Global Agency
zzet, you joined forces with Nunez NFE and
now represent their talent format Sounds of
the Nation. What do you like about the show
and what is its biggest appeal to international broadcasters?
As Global Agency, we are always looking for fresh
and unique ideas yet simple. Talent shows have
always been on our radar and Sounds of the Nation
caught our attention when we watched the trailer
with our team. Until now, nobody has created a
format based on folk music that is appealing to
every nation. The format is all about going back to
the roots and showcasing the traditions to viewers
from different backgrounds.

Until now, nobody
has created a format
based on folk music
that is appealing to
every nation.
Have you closed any deals for the format that
you picked up shortly after its official presentation at NATPE Miami?
In a short time, the format has received very good
interest and so far, we have closed deals in France
and Greece. We are about to close deals in China,
Czech Republic, Russia and Turkey. We are also
negotiating with another 6-7 territories. It’s crucial to find the right partners in each country. We
are not only looking to license the format but trying to select the best partner who can produce the
format for multiple seasons with major success.
Do you follow the Pitch & Play competition to
discover fresh ideas for your catalog?
After scouting the format through Pitch& Play, we
are paying more attention to this event. Our Head
of Format Acquisitions, Umay Ayaz will be attending NATPE in order to be present at this event. I
hope we can scout a couple of promising formats.
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Scripted Comedy, 10 x 25’ Season Two coming soon
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HIT PARADE

CEE Breakout Hits
TVBIZZ Magazine presents some of the biggest new success
stories in the CEE region this TV season

Chasing Dreams
A story about friendship, love and
ambitions of young people, who
are about to enter their adult life.
The comedy series debuted on
TVP2 in March with 3.2 million
viewers.

HIT PARADE

HIT PARADE

Rabies
Rabies is a six-episode crime series,
following virologist Pavel who is
sent to a village in Sumava to put
an end to a rabies outburst, but
discovers a connection between
the epidemic and a double murder in the area. The show had over
30% share for its season premiere
and finale on CT1.

Daddies
The series is based on Telefe format Sres. Papis and debuted on
Markiza in January with over 30%
share, reaching as high as 40%
share in the commercial demo for
its season one finale in June.

HIT PARADE

Exathlon
The adventure format from Acun
Medya proved one of the biggest
TV hits in Romania this year,
turning Kanal D into a primetime leader. The show’s season
finale on May 25 scored a series
high of 26% share in the commercial demo.

HIT PARADE

HIT PARADE

School

Pure Love

The show which focuses on real stories
from the lives of Ukrainian high school
students launched on January 15 on 1+1
and became the most-watched series for
the fall-winter season. The first 8 episodes
got more than 2 million views on YouTube
three days after their launch.

Pure Love was the most
watched daily series not only
in Croatia but also in ex-Yugoslavia during the 2017/2018
season. The show regularly
peaked above 40% share on
Nova TV.

HIT PARADE
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Lifeline
Lifeline was the true breakout hit on Turkish TV this
spring. The ATV drama put
an end to several years of
domination of TRT1’s super
hit Resurrection on Wednesday nights, scoring over 38%
share with its premiere in
the commercial demo.

The Tattoo
The Tattoo was the only original drama on air in Greece during the past
TV season. The dramatic story full
of love, forbidden ties and crimes of
passion ruled its primetime slot up
against super hit Survivor and delivered Alpha TV over 50% share among
the young female viewers.

HYATT REGENCY KYIV

UKRAINE

FUTURE TV

MASTERMIND

eljko, Pink Media Group is
the largest private commercial media group in Southeastern Europe and Pink has been
dominating the commercial market
in Serbia since 1994. What is the main
secret behind Pink’s success?
It is not easy to fit your lifework in one
simple answer. Although it’s merely
a saying – Don’t do to others what you
don’t want done to you, I rarely use the
word No. That is probably the reason
why I rarely hear that word. Every idea
can be profitable, it’s only a question
whether you have worked hard enough
to implement it. ]

Željko Mitrović
Transforming Pink
to stay ahead of the game

We could say that Pink Media Group
is a family company. How much are
you involved in the daily operations
and creative development of the
channel?
I love my job and people I work with. I
am a curious person by nature, and I try
to learn, listen and stay involved. It’s
probably best if you asked my co-workers, but I think they will tell you that
I am involved in just about everything
(laughing).
In April, Pink decided to sell its terrestrial channels in Montenegro and
Bosnia to KKR. What prompted this
decision and how will this affect your
strategy for the region?
At present, Pink International Company
is broadcasting 55 channels. 55 entirely
different genre TV channel are available
in more than 20 countries. In the year
2018, there is no national TV coverage,
all the channels are available to everybody, and the only value of the channel
is its well-known brand, and continu-

Less than a month ago, Željko Mitrović celebrated his 51st birthday. Surprisingly or not, he
chose to do that together with the participants of Pink’s hit show The Community – the biggest
ever reality project produced in Serbia, and arguably in Europe. For the past nine months, this
larger-than-life TV format has been keeping viewers glued to the screen every night guaranteeing Pink the first position in primetime.
The gigantic TV show is just one of the pillars on which Mitrović is building the future of
Pink Media Group as the company moves to full digitalization, increasing its production capacities and launching new digital platforms and high-quality thematic channels. Stanislav
Kimchev tried to find out what is the secret behind the “the Pink domination” in South East
Europe for nearly 25 years.
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Željko Mitrović,
Founder and CEO
Pink Media Group

ous innovations and investments in its
content. Pink will most certainly stay in
the region, with the tendency to create
a digital HD platform. The development
strategy and future plans of the Pink
Media Group encompass fast development production, building of the new
production capacities, creating new
TV channels, as well as transformation
towards total digitalization.
Serbian media often report about
Pink’s long-term debts but that does
not seem to affect the operations of
the company. Is the business financially stable? Is the ad market in Serbia big enough to support several
commercial channels?
After 6 very difficult years, and starting from the year 2010, Pink is finally
financially stable. Moreover, it is one of
the top 10 companies in Serbia with an
EBITDA margin of almost 60%. Overall
long-term debt represents only a small
part of the yearly IBIDE, meaning that
debt is hardly noticeable. By transforming into a digital operator, and being
above all a huge production service,
today we produce around 55 different
programs on a platform, distributed by
almost all cable operators in the region.
This is by far is a more profitable project for Pink Media Group than advertising, because through cable operators, our programs reach more than 4
million households. Today, the revenue
share structure shows that less than
40% of the revenue is generated through
advertising, while the rest is generated
through single program sales, 55 channels package deal sales, and program
production for other TV systems, outside Pink Media Group.
What is your strategy in terms of programming for both flagship channel
Pink and your other channels? What
were the biggest hits for Pink this
spring? How about the popularity of
Turkish drama?
Our show The Community. That is the
answer to every question. In the previous 9 months, we have realized that the
new TV era has arrived. The position of
the highest rated commercial television
was succeeded by the position of the
compellingly highest rated television in
the month of May, being far ahead of
any other television, including public
service RTS. In the era of media being

overwhelmed by the big TV show programs, Turkish and American TV series,
analyses have shown that I was right
in making the decision to invest huge
funds (18 million euros) in a completely
new generation of reality shows. Unlike
previous reality formats, The Community
displays real life more explicitly, while
the production of this TV show included
building of an entire small town. In the
next season, this project will be four
times bigger, expanded to 5 acres of
land, including building of the marina
bay with many vessels and other challenges for the contestants, typical for all
the exclusive European marinas.
Pink relies mostly on entertainment formats, developed in-house.
You rarely adapt formats which is
not typical for the region. What is
the reason for this? Also, will we see
more original scripted content on the
main channel?
I have to correct you, for quite some
time in the past, Pink had been making the adaptations of all the world-famous formats. At some point, and after
years of experience in TV production, I
realized that I was ready to express my
creative nature to its fullest. And TV ratings later showed that we had caught
the right momentum in maturity, but
also in courage to make the real turmoil
in the field of TV production, thus doubling our audience share.
Pink’s original formats have enjoyed
great popularity in the region, with
adaptations in both Croatia and Slovenia. Could you tell us more about
these partnerships and are you looking to expand to other countries?
RTL and Planet TV recognized the quality and great production capacities of
Pink International Company. We produce high-quality programs on very
attractive budgets, thus making it possible for these programs to be produced
and aired season after season. We have
no doubt that the number of these formats will continue to increase every
year, and bearing in mind studio, production and technical capacities of Pink
International Company, we will certainly be able to cover this increase. The
production services of PFI, while having the same quality, are 2 to 5 times
less expensive than Western European
productions.
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Passion for great content
drives Globo’s
international success
Globo’s original productions continue to expand their geographical reach with recent deals in the U.S.,
Latin America and Central and Eastern Europe. The diverse content of the Brazilian giant finds its way not
only on linear channels but more and more often on the newly-launched digital platforms of the leading
TV broadcasters which target new audiences with different interests.
Raphael Corrêa Netto, Globo’s Executive Director of International Business, tells Yako Molhov how
they are able to sustain a great content offer and further expand Globo’s international presence in CEE and
The Big Catch

the rest of the world.

Raphael, what are the latest trends in telenovelas? Are
there specific genres preferred in different parts of the
world? What about the CEE region?
More than trends, specific genres or formats, what makes a
drama piece successful is having a good story and knowing how
to tell it. Globo reaches millions of people every day; viewers different from each other, with different tastes and experiences,
“united” by their passion for our content. Therefore, we invest
in an increasingly varied menu with thought-provoking, innovative and modern products with fast-paced narratives that
deliver emotion and a more intimate experience with our content. Our international partners also recognize this value when
setting up their programming strategies.
Bulgaria’s bTV Media Group, for instance, has just licensed
three productions. For the pay TV network bTV Lady, the group
bet on the romantic comedy The Big Catch, about the mishaps
surrounding a heist in a luxury hotel, as well as the big hit
Edge of Desire, about three women who share the desire to fight
for their dreams. For its OTT service bWeb, the group chose the
super series and International Emmy winner Hidden Truths, with
a bold plot that shows the underbelly of the glamorous world of
fashion. On the other hand, Visionary Thinking – one of the leading content distributors in the region – chose the period limited
series Nothing Remains the Same, with a great love story that takes
place behind the scenes of the birth of Brazil’s first TV station.

Rock Story
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You have been expanding your presence to numerous markets and festivals in the past year. What is your strategy for
2018 in this respect?

The participation of our products in international trade fairs
and festivals is another move to expand our international strategy. Globo’s works are already known to our trading partners
through our licensing catalog, which is released annually. But
strengthening the presence of our productions, especially in
other markets, opens opportunities for new partnerships and
international projects, including content co-production. The
market is constantly changing and that’s exciting. We know
the potential of our new crop of series, conducted by Writers’
Room (Casa dos Roteiristas), a multiplatform creation space
specific to the genre. The four FIPA D’Or awards we won in the
31st Festival International de Programmes Audivisuels (FIPA),
in France, with Under Pressure, and the Grand Jury award given
to Jailers at MIPDrama Screenings, during MIPTV 2017, show us
that we are on the right track.
What have been your best-selling titles in 2017 and early
2018?
The series Under Pressure has won over the market: 26 countries will broadcast the co-production made with Conspiração
Filmes, which depicts the routine of a team of doctors in a
hospital with few resources in the suburbs of Rio de Janeiro. I
should also highlight Edge of Desire, launched in January during
NATPE, which was a huge hit on SIC in Portugal and has been
selected by countries like Bulgaria, Uruguay and Ecuador. We
also have titles that are attracting a lot of attention in the market, such as Rock Story, about a former rock star that needs to
reinvent himself when he sees his career and personal life
crumble. The plot, which was launched at the last MIPCOM,
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has already been licensed to 30 countries.

Raphael Corrêa Netto
Executive Director of International
Business, Globo

What is your strategy for CEE in 2018
and which are your key markets?
Our strategy is to concentrate efforts on
markets such as Croatia, Hungary, Albania, Bulgaria and Romania. In the last
one, for instance, we returned to mark
our presence in February with the debut
of Total Dreamer on Happy Channel, from
the group Antena TV, an important
player in this market. Our telenovelas
and drama series create a lot of interest
in the region, especially “family-oriented” content. Not only for the Eastern
Europe, but for all markets in which we
operate, we focus on understanding the
need of every programmer, based on their
programming and ratings, and the way
our titles may consolidate their strategies
on multiple platforms. We participate in
important events in the region, such as
NATPE Budapest and the MIPs, and we
are constantly monitoring market movements in Eastern Europe. Today, with
the expansion of broadcast platforms,
the business opportunities are vast and
varied.

The market
is constantly
changing and
that’s exciting

Globo is known for producing
high-quality and unconventional
telenovelas like India: A Love Story, The
Clone, Edge of Desire. What is your newest project that can be described as
unconventional?
I should highlight the super production
God Save the King, currently airing in Brazil, which is a medieval plot with dramatic and comic elements, which has
as its starting point two prince brothers who do not want the throne: one
is scared of becoming the king and the
other renounces the crown for the love
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of a commoner girl. The telenovela has
a high investment in visual effects and
a thorough, impressive technology, costume design and set design work. The
work has seven to eight times more
effects than most of Globo’s productions,
with CGI effects in virtually every scene.
To give life to huge castles full of details
and vast hilly fields, which we don’t
have in Brazil, God Save the King is being
shot in a totally indoor scenographic
city at Globo Studios in Rio de Janeiro,
with two sheds measuring more than
2.000 square meters. One of them has a
large chroma key area for scenes involving visual effects, forests and the battles
of the plot. The production represents a
very transformative challenge, especially
as regards technological innovation and
experimentation in the programming.
Globo Play recently celebrated two
years and there are reports about
Globo planning to start its own streaming service. Talking about VOD, which
are your biggest VOD/SVOD clients and
how much of your distribution revenues now come from digital clients?
Long before the new broadcast platforms
emerged, Globo’s works have been fitting
in the programming strategies of very
different players on the international
scene. The move to occupy new windows
was then quite natural and followed all
market changes. Our VOD strategy can
not only contemplate a proprietary platform, but also help our partners with our
content, whether with already finished
works or with new co-productions. We
do not disclose the numbers of our operations, but I can tell you that, today,
multi-platforms already account for a significant portion of our work.
Recently, in addition to Hidden Truths
for bWeb, we also licensed the super
series, along with limited series Happily
Ever After? and Siren’s Song to Univision Now,
in the United States. Jailers and the Brazilian version of Supermax were selected
for Sundance Now and Shudder, respectively, OTT premium services of AMC Networks, and are available in the United
States, United Kingdom, Ireland, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Australia
and New Zealand. And since last year Merciless and The Hunter have been part of the
Walter Presents portfolio, a VOD service
dedicated to foreign drama and comedy
in the UK and US.
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M&A in CEE: cash and politics

by Georgi R. Chakarov & Yako Molhov

he outgoing TV season proved quite dynamic when it
comes to the Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) scene in
Central and Eastern Europe. But the overall impression
of what should have been strictly business transactions
is that change of ownership in the media in the region is not
just a question of money but much more so a question of politics. Without solid backing from authorities, investors have
found themselves buried in long procedural maneuvering to
get the green light from the state to acquire media assets.
Undoubtedly, one of the most important deals for the region in the past year was Czech PPF Group’s acquisition of Telenor’s wholly-owned mobile operations in Hungary, Bulgaria,
Montenegro and Serbia for the total value of 2.8 billion euros.
It was preceded by the announcement that PPF will buy Bulgarian Nova Broadcasting Group for the significantly smaller
sum of 185 million euros.
As to how PPF Group will combine and create synergies between these two major new communication assets remains to
be seen, but it is even more interesting to analyze the events
around Nova’s sale and the as yet missing approval from the
Bulgarian authorities to finalize the deal.
It was ‘public secret’ that Nova, which operates FTA, cable
channels and a rich digital portfolio, is out on the market looking for buyers for the past couple of years. The reason – MTG’s
strategic decision to offload all of its TV operations in CEE and
the Nordics, and to focus on digital growth. MTG acquired
Nova from Antena Group back in 2008 for the bombastic sum of
620 million euros. It is bombastic even from a current perspective since the failed deal to sell MTG Nordics, which generates
sales of 4.1 billion euros annually, had a price tag of 325.3 million euros in February this year; on that note, Nova made 97.6
million euros in 2017.
MTG still managed to get a good price for its Bulgarian TV
assets (185 million) as it was believed it would be hard to sell
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Nova for more than 100 million euros. MTG was forced to extend the deadlines for the possible sale several times (supposedly due to lack of interest from ‘reliable’ investors) before
it finally struck a deal with the Czech investment company.
PPF’s interest could mainly be explained in combining Nova’s
TV operations with Telenor’s offer which currently lacks any
pay TV/entertainment packages, causing it to fall behind its
competitors in the region.
Interestingly enough, earlier this year there were reports
that CME, the owner of Bulgaria’s biggest commercial net –
bTV, is also looking to sell its operations in CEE. PPF was reportedly interested in acquiring all of CME’s operations in the
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria and Romania, in a joint
venture with other Czech and Slovak investors (Penta Investments) and Chinese investment company CEFC, for around $2
billion, or ten times more what PPF agreed to pay on its own
for Nova.
While this makes the price look more than reasonable, finalizing the deal for Nova could take a considerable amount
of time. The Bulgarian Commission for Protection of Competition (CPC) launched the process of reviewing the acquisition
only at the end of May, while the Czech company reportedly
filed the necessary documents in April. According to the local
legislation, CPC must launch a review within three days of the
filing of the documents. The reason for the delay, according to
rumors, is the unwillingness among certain business and political circles for this deal to happen. The process could take up
to four months, with an extension of 25 days also being possible, rather than the 25 days needed for a standard evaluation.
There were no delays in the approval of MTG’s acquisition of
Nova in 2008 and also of CME’s deal with Fox and Krassimir
Guergov for bTV Media Group in 2010. That is why the delay in
the approval of the current deal for Nova looks suspicious.
More doubts were cast over the possible finalization of the

transaction following the news about a draft law for limiting/
banning gambling ads on TV. It happens so that Nova’s biggest
advertiser is The National Lottery, owned by one of Bulgaria’s
most-notorious businessmen - Vassil Bozhkov. Should the new
legislation come into force, this may result in a serious ad revenue loss for the broadcaster. Currently, the National Lottery
has a 30-minute TV show aired each Saturday on Nova, as well
as daily draws and numerous ad spots with winners from the
scratch lottery games. The Lottery’s annual investment in this
partnership with Nova is estimated at around 10-15 million euros per year, i.e. over 10% of its annual revenues.
Would this make PPF Group think twice over finalizing the
deal?
Meanwhile, the rumor mill continues to spin and in April
there were reports that investment company Penta still intends
to expand its business into the television segment. The initial plans to join forces with Chinese giant CEFC in order to buy
CME’s channels seem to have collapsed but Penta is reportedly
going for a different move. According to Trend.sk, the company is focused on gaining full control of CME’s operations in Romania and Bulgaria while the strategy for Slovak Markiza and
Czech TV Nova is to find a partner in order to avoid problems
with the cross-ownership ban in the CE countries. The interest of Penta in Markiza has long been public secret in the media world but the current legislation prohibits one company to
own both a national newspaper and broadcaster. The latest information claims that the company has found a way to acquire
CME’s channels with the help of a new partner. The transaction would then take place by dividing the CME group into
individual national televisions. The business partner in the potential consortium would officially dominate Slovak Markíza
and Czech Nova, while Penta will be managing the sister nets
in Romania and Bulgaria.
Another big player - United Group, has found itself in a similar complicated situation. Almost a year after it announced its
intention to acquire CME’s operations in Croatia and Slovenia,
it has not been able to finalize the deal due to a delay in the approval process.
The transaction worth 230 million euros would see United
Group buy the biggest commercial TV players in the two countries thru its subsidiary Slovenia Broadband. The problem,
however, is that the company is among the biggest pay TV
players in the region.
After first getting a prompt refusal from the Croatian authorities, United Group was forced to sell the Croatian arm
of pay TV provider Total TV to Bulgarian investor Lyubomir Minchev. Two months later, in March this year, Croatia’s
Council for Electronic Media (VEM) greenlighted Slovenia
Broadband’s acquisition of Nova TV d.o.o.
A similar move in Slovenia, however, is impossible due to
the fact that United Group owns the biggest cable TV operator
in the country, Telemach, which is also one of the most profitable companies in its portfolio. From the group claim that the
Slovenian Agency for Protection of Competition (AVK) is still in
the process of evaluating a possible concentration of companies. They also highlighted that over the past 8 months they
had fully responded to all the requirements of AVK and, in line
with the EU standards, proposed pro-actively a whole set of
guarantees dealing with the concerns about the merger with
Pro Plus. From Slovenia Broadband suggested to sell the children’s channels Orlando Kids and OK Bambino and keep Pro
Plus as a standalone company without any related entities for
five years from the date of the deal’s entry into force. In addition, the notifying party would accept all reasonable requests
for the conclusion of a new license agreement on the re-trans

mission of the Pro Plus channels, which should be provided by
any interested operator under the terms that wouldn’t be less
favorable to them. The advertising clients of the Pro Plus channels will not face the obligation of exclusive cooperation. There
have been reports that AVK agrees with these measures but
there has not been an official confirmation yet.
A decision on the matter has also been delayed due to political turmoil resulting in early elections held this June which
will most likely further postpone the process. There have also
been debates if the Ministry of Culture should approve the deal
but the previous cabinet claimed that this is not necessary as
Pro Plus is not the broadcaster of channels POP TV and Kanal
A. Meanwhile, the National Bureau of Investigation confirmed
that it is investigating Pro Plus and Telemach, among others,
over possible obstruction of competition related to the exit of
the TV channels from the FTA market. There have also been
calls among the political parties to change the head of AVK,
and it looks like a final decision on the ownership change of
Pro Plus will not be made soon.
That such acquisition deals in the region run smoothly
and swiftly with solid political backing was recently proven
in Turkey and Greece. Two weeks after confirming talks with
Demirören, Dogan Holding announced that it has completed the sale of its media assets to the pro-government publishing company. The $916 million deal was backed by state-owned
Ziraat Bank thru a 10-year loan with a low interest rate and
a two-year waiver period. The deal is reminiscent of the $750
million lent by state banks Halkbank and Vakıfbank to government-linked Çalık Holding in 2008 to buy the Sabah-ATV
group.
Similarly, in Greece the authorities saw no reasons to investigate the ownership change of Epsilon despite reports
of falsified documents and non-existing persons mentioned
in the shareholding structure of the channel. Ivan Savvidis
bought the station from Filippos Vryonis for the reported price
of 15 million euros in August last year. Both businessmen are
among the biggest supporters of the Syriza government. In
June, Vryonis launched New Channel, replacing his other network Extra Channel.
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The Posh Frock Shop

25 x 30’ factual entertainment

Can’t Pay We’ll Take It Away
84 x 60’ factual

All Against 1

60’ entertainment

NATPE Budapest: Booth #47-49

Vidago Palace
6 x 60’ scripted

Juda

8 x 45’ scripted

Survivor

60’ adventure reality

NATPE Budapest: Booth #47-49

The Best Singers
60’ entertainment

The Bravest

60’ adventure reality

ANALYSIS
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VOD.pl

Public service VOD in CEE
by Yako Molhov, Georgi Chakarov

he CEE region has long been regarded as lagging behind
the more developed markets of Western Europe, the U.S.
and Asia in almost every aspect, including the technological development that influences the way viewers
consume content.
Even though the TV set still plays an important role in CEE
households and cable penetration reaches the whopping 90%
(or more) in countries like Romania and Bulgaria, newer OTT
and VOD services are gaining popularity in the region. Despite
factors like piracy (which is widespread with torrent usage in
Eastern Europe) and an aging population which is not technically savvy, the digital platforms are now entering the homes
and devices of people who start to discover their advantages,
as studies have shown.
Last year, Digital TV Research forecasted that there will
be 16.5 million SVOD subscribers across 22 Eastern European
countries by 2022. This is four times more than the 4 million
recorded at the end of 2016. SVOD will become the region’s largest OTT revenue source in 2017. SVOD revenues will total $1,300
million by 2022 (57% of total OTT revenues) – up from $190 million in 2016 (34% of total OTT revenues). OTT TV episode and
movie revenues for will reach $2.23 billion in 2022 versus $552
million recorded in 2016. Russia will account for 46% of the
region’s OTT revenues by 2022, with Poland generating a further 19%.
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Additionally, TMT Consulting reported in April that the
Russian OTT market (which is the most developed in the
region) jumped 60% in 2017, and the number of viewers has
reached 40 million. The size of the paying audience grew by
30% to 2.6 million users. OTT services that work with the paid
model exceeded those of the advertising one for the first time.
Income from the paid model increased by 91% and reached 4.47
billion rubles, taking 58% share of the total income.
Neighboring Ukraine which is also the region’s second
biggest country is following a similar trend. OTT operators
increased their revenues in 2016 and reported profit for the first
time in five years. The total income tripled and reached 251 million UAH compared to 75 million in 2015. The profit was 48 million UAH against a 123-million loss in 2015, according to BRDO
(Better Regulation Delivery Office).
All of these studies show the positive developments for the
commercial players but miss one very important segment –
public service broadcasters. The pubcasters also develop video
platforms and are among the leaders on the free online video
market in Western Europe. But what is the case with their
counterparts in CEE? How developed are they and what is their
popularity?
At first glance, it seems online video services offered by
public and state media are more developed and popular (where
data is available) in Central than in Eastern Europe. This can be

explained with the overall viewership of the TV channels of the PSBs and the amount of originally produced
content which drives interest for the online platforms.
Central European pubcasters sit better when it
comes to VOD services, with Polish public broadcaster
TVP clearly taking the lead. According to Gemius/PBI
data for April, the most-popular service of its kind in
the country,VOD.pl (Grupa Onet-RAS Polska), had
3.741.005 users, while TVP.pl – VOD reached 2.434.745
users. Ipla.pl (operated by Polsat) saw only modest
growth (1.712.370), while the biggest drop was noted
at Player.pl (down from 3.092.700 to 2.454.745). VOD.
pl had the biggest reach (13.46%) and TVP.pl – VOD the
most opens (40.009.507). For average time spent viewing, TVP.pl led with 4 hours and 37 minutes. The service offers all kinds of content – own productions and
acquired content; fiction, non-fiction, kids content,
TV theater, etc.
This fall TVP is planning to launch its first original production for TVP VOD users and Abo Zone (Strefa
Abo) users. This will be the second part of the implementation
of the online strategy of the public broadcaster - the first one
aims at expanding the Abo Zone with premium content (initially from BBC’s portfolio). Maciej Stanecki, a member of the
board of Telewizja Polska (TVP), told Wirtualnemedia.pl that the
productions will be miniseries with a length of 8-10 minutes.
For now, it is not known which distribution model the broadcaster will choose. TVP is now planning to launch a special video
portal with content from its regional centers.
Czech Republic’s public broadcaster CT also operates an
impressive VOD service called iVysilani. Currently, it offers over
3915 days of content in all kinds of genres. It acts mostly as a
catch-up service for CT’s content but also features acquired content. Thru the web, mobile apps and HbbTV, CT generated 20
million views, with over 6.5 million hours of content watched
in January. This means that every citizen of the Czech Republic, including babies, watched CT content for over 36 minutes.
The data comes from the Association of TV Organizations. The
presidential debate in January was the most-watched program
with 120.000 views, followed by series Rabies and Dubbing Street.
In January, in one hour Czech viewers watched 26.747 videos on
average. CT’s web portal registered a record number of views
around the Winter Olympics. On February 23, it got 1.74 million
views which means 73.000 videos watched per hour.
In Hungary, MTVA’s platform mediaklikk.hu is successfully
competing with the commercial players reaching two times
more users (569.132) in May compared to rtlmost.hu (277.321),
according to Gemius data.
Bulgarian BNT, Romanian TVR and Ukrainian NOTU
(UA:Pershy) are on the other spectrum when it comes to development and popularity of their VOD services. All three are united
by the fact that they have considerably lower ratings and smaller
budgets compared to the pubcasters mentioned above. BNT has
two sections: Multimedia which offers bonus materials, and
archive.bnt.bg which, at the time of writing this review, was
not functioning.
The situation at TVR is similar – there is no VOD section on
their website, only web pages of different shows airing on TVR
channels. TVR’s VOD platform called TVR+ is still in the process of reconstruction and offers only live streaming of the TV
channels.
Ukrainian NOTU has a more robust strategy in this respect.

Mediaklikk

On its website, viewers can find online streaming of the channels as well as catch-up TV – videos of most of its shows. Despite
its under-financing, the Ukrainian pubcaster has managed to
organize its video archive under several categories, with content
spanning from 2012 thru 2018.
In former Yugoslavia, the picture is quite mixed moving from
East to West. Last month, Macedonia’s MRT launched MRT Play
which is still in the stages of development offering the pubcaster’s original productions and live streaming of its channels. In
Serbia, RTS launched its RTS Planeta a few months ago, offering 11 thematic channels and access to its extensive library with
over 4600 titles.
Croatian HRT launched its HRTi portal several years ago,
with live streams of its channels and a library of the original
productions of the pubcaster which are offered for free. In Slovenia, RTVS operates the third most popular online portal in the
country rtvslo.si which also features VOD service RTV4.
In the Baltics, Lithuania’s LRT and Latvia’s LTV operate dedicated video platforms which offer content produced for their TV
channels. LRT’s streaming service Mediateka ranked just behind
commercial player TV3 in terms of real users in May: 234.703
vs 288.359, while LNK got 154.354, according to Gemius. With
its new Deputy GM Gytis Oganauskas, former head of Delfi TV,
which is the most popular streaming service in the country, LRT
is set to start developing more original web content. In Latvia,
lsm.lv is outside the Top 15 most popular online video services
(meaning less than 80.000 unique users per month, based on
Kantar TNS data).
While the situation differs from country to country, it is
clear that PSBs in the region (whose operations present a challenge in their own due to various factors) still lack well-devised long-term strategies for the development of their VOD
platforms. Compared to their Western European counterparts,
they are obviously lagging behind in terms of quality of service
and development of original content for the web. In this field,
their commercial competitors are one step ahead, offering special online projects and pre-premieres of shows on their internet platforms. Unlike the Western part of the continent, VOD
is still not on the agenda of the CEE pubcasters who are only
just beginning to realize the importance of attracting the online
audience with quality public service offers. State initiatives and
a legislative framework for the public media in this respect are
also missing.
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RTL orders Ninja Warrior 3

Team Ninja Warrior fails first
challenge, Biggest Loser ends
on a high note

Netflix doubling European
content budget to $1B

RTL’s show Ninja Warrior is
going to have a third season.
According to a tweet by the
broadcaster, shooting has
now begun. The show is
currently airing the Team Ninja
Warrior season on Sundays at
20.15.

www.tvbizz.net

The premiere of Team Ninja
Warrior failed its first challenge in the Sunday night
competition. The RTL show
opened with only 1.61 million
total viewers ranking fourth
in primetime with 9% share
in the demo. In 3+, the result
was a poor 5.1% share. The
show was hit hard by the season finale of Sat.1’s The Biggest
Loser which scored 2.56 million
total viewers and 15.6% share
in the demo.

RTL unveils NPO's top
earning managers

Undressed launches on Zulu
Canale 5 has confirmed that
the revamped Wanna Bet? will
premiere on May 7. Michelle
Hunziker and her daughter Aurora Ramazzotti will
be hosting the show. The
channel will also launch the
new season of Still Standing next
Monday, April 23.

Good start for Utopia 2
Utopia 2 made its debut on
SBS6 yesterday. The show
scored 583.000 viewers for a
12.8% share in the 19.30-20.30
slot. Primetime was won by
Veronica with the international friendly game Italy-Netherlands - 1.22 million and 21.9%
share.

Slow start for The Wall in
primetime
Kanal 5 revives Beat Your
Host

Television means business

Vem kan slå?, the local version of
German format Beat Your Host,
is set to make a comeback on
Kanal 5 Sweden this fall. The
channel announced that the
new version will be hosted by
Anja Pärson and Peter Forsberg
who will be competing with
the challengers. The show
was first aired on the channel
in 2008 with presenter duo
Filip Hammar and Fredrik
Wikingsson. It saw a total of
five seasons.
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The streaming video service
that on Monday reported
hitting 125 million members
plans to spend about $1 billion on original and co-produced content in Europe this
year, according to someone
familiar with the company’s
plans. That’s more than
twice last year’s Europe budget and will nearly double
the number of European
productions, according to
the Financial Times.

The Wall made its premiere
in Canale 5’s primetime last
night attracting 2.4 million
viewers which was good
enough for 10.4% share. Rai 1
won the night with nearly 4
million viewers for Che Tempo
che Fa which got 15.7% share.
Italia 1 was third thanks to Le
Iene which had 1.9 million and
10.2% share. Instinct on Rai 2
averaged 1.6 million and 6.6%
share. On Saturday, Amici gave
Cinque the leadership with
20.38% share up against Rai
1’s Dancing with the Stars (20.24%)
when the two aired head to
head.

RTL Netherlands revealed in
its news the 31 top earners
at pubcaster NPO who made
more than 181.000 euros
(more than a Dutch minister) last year. Among the
managers, NTR chief Paul
Römer had the biggest remuneration with nearly 230.000
euros. He was followed by
Jan Slagter (MAX Netherlands) with over 219.000 and
NOS Netherlands chief De
Jong with almost 213.000.

APPOINTMENTS

George Levendis named
Acun Medya COO
Acun Medya Global announced
the appointment of George
Levendis as its COO. Prior to
joining Acun Medya Global,
Levendis was the Head of International for Syco Entertainment for the past seven years,
overseeing all aspects of Syco’s
international operations including the expansion of over
50 versions of Got Talent and The
X Factor formats globally.

Terminal 9 hires Endemol
Shine exec
The French independent
production company Terminal 9 Studios revealed a new
appointment. Thomas Recayte
will join the company taking
responsibility for the production and development operations of the company. He is a
former Development Director
of Endemol Shine France and
will be working alongside
Pierre-Edouard Nobels. Terminal 9 also promoted Matthieu
Duplan to Director of Productions.

DISTRIBUTION

Appointment of CFO of
Nordic Entertainment
Group
Gabriel Catrina has been
appointed as EVP & Group
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
of Nordic Entertainment
Group with effect from 1 July.
He will be part of the NENT
Group leadership team, which
is now complete, and report to
Anders Jensen, President and
CEO of Nordic Entertainment
Group.

DIGITAL

Another plagiarism case
hits China; this time it’s an
Endemol Shine format

Fox hits roadblock in
its plans for limited
commercials

Banijay Group and Twitter
announce global content
collaboration

Hebei TV has been accused
of copying Most Powerful Brain,
the local version of Endemol
Shine Group’s The Brain which
has been airing on Jiangsu TV
since 2014. The first claims
were spread on Weibo this
weekend and later one of the
producers confirmed that
Hebei’s My Chinese Teenager
is obviously a copycat of the
original format.

Fox Networks Group had
grand ambitions to reduce
commercials this season,
specifically in its Sunday
night block of animation
and comedies. The plan was
to knock off as much as 40
percent of ad time in more
than 40 Sunday nights of
the year.But while Fox is
still out selling its one-minute commercial breaks,
they’re currently slated to
run on only three Sunday
nights next season.

Banijay Group and Twitter today confirm they are entering
a global collaboration to monetize Banijay Group content.
The deal, which acts as one of
the global distribution collaborations Twitter is closing recently with production companies, will see the organizations
work with brands worldwide
to develop lucrative co-branded
advertising efforts.

Gil Formats' Pregnant and
Platonic travels to Germany
and France
Gil Formats’ factual entertainment format, Pregnant
and Platonic, has secured two
new deals with production
companies in key territories:
Talpa Germany and Reservoir
Prod in France. The show has
already been picked up by ITV
Studios Finland and Bulldog
TV in Spain. The UK version of
the format is scheduled to air
on BBC Two during 2019.

Telia finalizing talks
to acquire Bonnier
Broadcasting
Resume reports today that
Telia is finalizing the negotiations to acquire Bonnier
Broadcasting, which includes TV4, C More and MTV
Oy in Finland. The value of
TV assets is estimated to be
10-12 billion SEK (over a billion euros). The talks started
last fall, according to the unofficial source. Resume notes
that Telia started considering
this deal after it could not
realize its intentions to buy
TDC or Discovery’s Nordic TV
assets.

ADVERTISING

Global Agency's The Legend
expands into Nigeria
Global Agency has announced
that The Legend, one of their
most in demand formats, will
debut in Nigeria in the fourth
quarter of 2018. Licensed by
CMA Group - a major media
company in Africa, the show
will be produced in-house
and launched on DStv. It is
revealed that several biggest
global FMCG brands are already lined up for sponsoring
The Legend of Nigeria.

The Spanish ad market
continues to grow in 2017

Catherine Zeta-Jones to
star in Queen America for
Facebook Watch

According to a report by i2p
of Arce Media, the Spanish
advertising sector is spending more each year. During
the past year, the sector
earned 4.4 billion euros,
which corresponds to a 2%
increase. The digital media
reported 850 million and
the traditional one had 3.6
billion, 60% of which were
invested in FTA and paid TV.
According to the survey, the
sector will experience another 2.1% growth in 2018.

Queen America, a new scripted
series starring multi-awardwinning actress Catherine
Zeta-Jones, has been given a
10-episode, straight-to-series
order by Facebook’s new video
platform Facebook Watch. Set
in Tulsa, Oklahoma, Queen
America is a dark comedy
about Vicki Ellis, the most
renowned (and ruthless) pageant coach in the state, and
the hapless Samantha Stone
who hopes Vicki can mold her
into worthwhile contender
for the title of Miss America.
Made Up Stories is producing.

Global Ad Spending: The
eMarketer forecast for
2018

EU strikes deal forcing
Netflix, Amazon to fund
European content

Total media ad spending
worldwide will rise 7.4%
to $628.63 billion in 2018.
Digital media will account
for 43.5% of investments,
thanks to rising global
ecommerce spending and
shifting viewership from
traditional TV to digital
channels. By 2020, digital’s
share of total advertising
will near 50%. Mobile will be
the big winner, garnering
67.3% of digital and 29.2% of
total media advertising this
year.

EU lawmakers and member
states struck a preliminary
deal that will allow countries
to force online streaming
services to help fund European films and TV shows. The
new law extends the EU’s
broadcasting rules to online
video services like Netflix and
Amazon and includes a quota
of 30% for European works on
video-on-demand platforms.
They will also need to create a
“transparent, easy-to-use and
effective mechanism to allow
users to report or flag content.”
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The mission starts here.
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empowering creativity worldwide
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